INSTALLATION & CARE
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ATTACHING

THE HAMMOCK:
For Vehicles With Detachable Headrests
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Remove the front and rear headrests. Place the headrest
columns through the D-rings at the end of each strap. There
are three grommet holes associated with each headrest. To
avoid bunching of the Hammock, move the straps right or left
between the grommet holes so they are in the best position
for your vehicle. Repeat for each headrest. Tighten all straps
so the bottom of the hammock still touches the seat and
there is no slack in the foot well between the front and rear
seats. Carry bag can attach to the hammock by looping the
headrest straps (A) through the 3 small d-rings located on
the back of the bag.To help the hammock stay correctly
positioned on the seats, tie one of the elastic bungee(F) located
on the bottom of the hammock to each of the seat d-rings(G)
and slide under the edge of the seat.
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ATTACHING

THE HAMMOCK:
For Vehicles Without Detachable Headrests
There are three grommet holes available with each headrest.
To avoid bunching of the Hammock, move the straps right or
left between the grommet holes so they are in the best position
for your vehicle. Connect the removable headrest straps (E)
and place around the front and rear headrests. Tighten all
straps so the bottom of the hammock still touches the seat.
Carry bag can attach to the hammock by looping the
headrest straps (A) through the 3 small d-rings located on
the back of the bag. To help the hammock stay correctly
positioned on the seats, tie one of the elastic bungee(F) located
on the bottom of the hammock to each of the seat d-rings(G)
and slide under the edge of the seat.

ATTACHING

Rear headrest straps
Seatbelt/Baby Seat openings
Front headrest straps
Seat cover zipper
Removable headrest straps
Elastic bungee
Seat d-ring

THE

SEAT COVER:

The Wander Hammock can also be used as a seat cover for
all or just some of the seat. To use for the whole seat, start
by following the applicable directions above. However, do not
connect the straps to the front headrests. Instead pull the
front part of the seat cover down toward the floor of the vehicle.
If you wish to split the seat cover as a hammock, just
connect one of the straps to the headrest on that side of the
vehicle per the instructions above and then unzip the
hammock using the seat cover zipper (D).

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Brush off loose dirt with a dry brush
As needed, wipe off with a damp sponge and mild soap
If necessary, rinse in a tub without soap
Machine wash in front-loading unit (DO NOT use machine with agitator, agitator could cause damage not covered
under warranty) with cold water and mild soap (Ivory Flakes, Woolite, Sport Wash, Etc.) No detergents
Rinse thoroughly to eliminate soap residue.
Hang to dry
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